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To whom it may concern,

Upon the request of Mr. Simon Lok, dated July 25, 2015, GER to GER 
Agency and Foundation have carried out an independent monitor and 
evaluation investigation per the request of Mr. Simon Lok; all associated 
parties have been provided “equal opportunity” to submit, in written form, 
testimonies in associated with this matter concerning Mr. Simon Lok, 
including Mr. Simon Lok.

Brief Administrative Timeline Concerning Mr. Lok’s Complant

1. July 25, 2015 - GER to GER received an official complaint letter from Mr. 
Simon Lok no prior communications of complaints were received 
before July 25, 2015.

2. Upon receiving the complaint letter from Simon Lok, Mr. Lok was 
informed several times that GER to GER Agency will contact him upon 
completion of the monitor and evaluation investigation works. Note: 
Simon Lok did not accept this and pursued to make numerous threats 
towards GER to GER staff members in person and online via emails in 
order to push GER to GER Agency into a rushed investigation to 
unethically produce incomplete results which could be interpreted as 
defrauding associated parties concerning the trip’s services.

3. On August 4th and 5th, interview reports from Bayan Olgii were sent to 
GER to GER Agency to which after a few days of internal fact finding 
and contemplation, GER to GER has produced this Monitor and 
Evaluation Report concerning the trip’s services.

Timeline of Events - GER to GER Pre-Departure Interviews, 
Monitor and Evaluation Investigation

1. Upon arrival in Mongolia our local airport reception worker was 
concerned about Mr. Lok’s condition as he arrived upset and seem to 
her as overly cold and unkind. 

2. Its important to note that Mr. Simon Lok didn’t pay for the Airport 
Transfer Service from the Airport to Ulaanbaatar.

3. Upon GER to GER Office being informed of Mr. Lok’s situation GER to 
GER had taken steps in our office to ensure Mr. Lok was warmly 
welcomed.

4. During GER to GER’s mandatory client liabilities training workshop, 
GER to GER had officially informed Mr. Lok that the Bayan Olgii 
“Training the Eagle” program is out of season and during the summer 
locals are fearful of letting the eagle fly too long as it may not return. 
Though some still enjoy the cultural experience, even if eagle related 
activities are limited, other may not - so GER to GER properly informs 
all travelers prior to departure of the current situation and provides all 
travelers an opportunity to 1) cancel the trip 2) change the trip to 
another activity in the region 3) change the trip to another activity in 
Mongolia. After proper consultation, Mr. Lok had voluntarily chosen to 
maintain the Training the Eagle Trip in good conscious to Bayan Olgii 
regardless of the official office warnings provided to him from GER to 
GER. 

5. It was during this same liabilities workshop that the Founder had stated 
that GER to GER CAN NOT PROMISE the quality of the trip and CAN 
NOT GUARANTEE that it will be in accordance with the itinerary 
(online/offline). Regardless of these additional warnings - Mr. Lok had 
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voluntarily chosen in good conscious to continue with the “Training the 
Eagle” trip to Bayan Olgii.
5.1. Owing to Mr. Lok’s decision and conscious decision to engage in 

a legal contract with GER to GER - Mr. Lok assumes 100% of 
trip’s liabilities which is confirmed by GER to GER’s disclaimer 
contract with Mr. Lok which 100% releases GER to GER from all 
liabilities associated with the trip’s quality; i.e. as clearly stated 
on the GER to GER Liabilities Disclaimer - WEATHER, etc.

5.2. Concerned about the quality of trip, the Founder of GER to GER 
had properly informed Mr. Lok that he would have to be more 
proactive then on other trips if he would like to have a higher 
quality experience in Bayan Olgii; example, if training the eagle 
doesn’t happen as much as you desire then use the translator to 
interpret more and have discussions with Mr. Shairmot Ashaval 
about the Eagle, traditions, history, etc. Numerous methodologies 
were properly shared with Mr. Lok during the workshop to 
which Mr. Lok had noted and accepted.

Timeline of Events - GER to GER Trip Interviews, Monitor 
and Evaluation Investigation (Major Points of Concern)

1. Mr. Lok had officially requested GER to GER too cut Day One of the 
GER to GER Itinerary upon an email request dated on June 12, 2015 - 
hence Dinner at the Turkish Restaurant was not scheduled.

2. In relation to Eagle Associated Activities:
2.1. Mr. Shairmot Ashaval  had stated: “Besides one day, all other days 

Mr. Lok had activities with the Eagle”
2.2. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had scored Mr. Shairmot Ashaval with an 

80% in relation to the quality of experience in association with 
the Eagle.

3. In relation to not learning anything about the Eagle (in reference to 4.2):
3.1. Mr. Shairmot Ashaval had stated: “Mr. Lok didn’t ask me additional 

questions in relation to the Eagle”
3.2. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “Mr. Lok never said 

(questioned) anything”, “nothing was really never asked in 
addition nor taught, Mr. Shairmot Ashaval just placed the eagle on 
his arm”. 

4. In relation to the quality of Interpretation (in reference to 4.2) 
4.1. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “Mr. Lok didn’t speak much, I 

never got the impression that he neither enjoyed nor disliked”
5. In relation to the Day 4 horse ride to the Mountain.

5.1. Mr. Shairmot Ashaval had stated: “As stated and agreed upon with 
Mr. Lok (via the translator) Day 4 of the trip had changed into a 
15 kilometer horseback ride to a rural wedding to which we had 
plenty of food and returned home that evening.”

5.2. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “Mr. Lok was very delighted 
with the recommendation and left with Mr. Shairmot Ashaval.” 
“Upon arriving from the wedding that evening, Mr. Lok was VERY 
HAPPY with the overall experience - Mr. Lok even stated that it 
was lots of fun.” 

5.3. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek also stated: “I was not able to attend owing 
the lack of available horses.”

6. In relation to Mr. Shairmot Ashaval and his wife abandoning Mr. Lok for 3 
days by himself at another family.
6.1. Mr. Shairmot Ashaval had stated: “That never happened”
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6.2. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek has stated: “Mr. Shairmot Ashaval and his 
wife never abandoned Mr. Lok”.

Timeline of Events - GER to GER Trip Interviews, Monitor 
and Evaluation Investigation (Additional Monitor and 
Evaluation Points)

1. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek how would you rate Mr. Sairmot’s performance on 
the following matters (0% Serious issue - 50% Satisfactory - 100% 
Excellent):
1.1. Food and Drink - 100%
1.2. Health and Safety - 100%
1.3. Introduction of Eagle Activities - 80%
1.4. Accommodations and Cleanliness - 100%
1.5. Continued Activities related to Eagle Training - 60%

1.5.1. Note: this is what was expected and explained to Mr. Lok 
prior to departure in GER to GER Pre-Trip Liabilities 
Workshop.

2. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek, how many hours per day did Mr. Shairmot Ashaval 
spend with Mr. Lok in relation to the Eagle?
2.1. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “Whenever Simon (Mr. Lok) 

desired, though Mr. Lok spent time with the eagle he wasn’t able 
to take the eagle here and there to have it fly”

2.1.1. Note: this is what was expected and explained to Mr. Lok 
prior to departure in GER to GER Liabilities Workshop as 
there is less flying in summer owing to some eagles never 
returning; the actual flying season is from late fall to early 
spring (winter time). As clearly stated on the GER to GER 
Liabilities Disclaimer - WEATHER, etc.

2.1.2. Note: Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “I had also 
explained to Mr. Lok that typically the eagle is not flown 
often before September as it may not return.” Mr. Lok had 
replied “ok”,  Despite the explanation “Mr. Lok never said 
lets go out and learn, etc.”

3. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek, how would you self-evaluate yourself in relation 
to Mr. Lok?
3.1. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “We were all joyful and it was 

maintained for the duration of the trip”.
4. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek, if the number of hours in relation to the eagle 

was less than one hour did Mr. Shairmot Ashaval provide other activities 
such as horseback riding, etc., or did Mr. Shairmot Ashaval just abandon 
the traveler?
4.1. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “Mr. Lok was never abandoned, 

he had lots of horseback riding opportunities and even visitation 
with other families.”

5. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek, at any time during the trip did you ever 
abandoned the traveler?
5.1. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek had stated: “Only one day with the 

permission of Mr. Lok when he attended the wedding with Mr. 
Shairmot Ashaval.” (refer to 5.3)

6. Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek, at the end of the trip based on your personal 
evaluation how would you rate the traveler? (0% Serious issue - 50% 
Satisfactory - 100% Excellent):
6.1. 50%+ Active = 50% Score (50%+ - идэвхтэй) 
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6.2. 90%+ Very Active and Enjoying = 80% Score (90%+ - маш 
идэвхтэй мөн таалагдсан)

7. Mr. Ospan Nabi, at any time did you abandon the traveler on the 7th 
and last day of the trip?

7.1. Mr. Ospan Nabi had stated: “No my family didn’t abandon Mr. Lok, 
though I had other matters to attend too that evening - my 
entire family welcomed Mr. Lok into our home as our guest and 
prepared food and drinks before he comfortably overnighted in 
our home.”

7.2. Though Mr. Ospan Nabi was attending to other matters, it is 
acceptable operations for the family to tend to the travelers’ 
needs and requirements for food, drinks and accommodations; 
this last evening is considered to be a overnight hostel-like 
evening with a local family in Bayan Olgii.. 

Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek’s Personal Comments -  
(The One Person who had constant communications with Mr. Lok)

“I have nothing, I don’t understand why Mr. Lok was so upset after the trip - 
during the trip he never showed any frustration nor anger; he was always 
laughing.”

GER to GER Adminsitrative Conclusions

Numerous GER to GER office staff all have eye-witnessed experiences with 
Mr. Lok of both “ok” and “not so good” at different times during Mr. Simon 
Lok’s stay in Mongolia. Regardless of personal impressions, factually Mr. Lok 
was officially informed that the trip would not be in accordance with the 
itinerary and GER to GER in accordance with our Disclaimer CANNOT 
ACCEPT ANY RESPONSIBILITIES. Despite consultations and 
recommendations to change the trip, etc., Mr. Lok at his own desire and will 
had chosen to continue with the Eagle Training Trip. The Founder of GER to 
GER taking into consideration all the liabilities explained the situation and 
even took extra attention to training Mr. Lok in additional cultural 
immersion methodologies to enrich the trip if the eagle activities are not 
enough owing to seasons and WEATHER, etc. In addition to this, we also 
officially informed Mr. Lok that it is not possible to promise the quality of 
experience nor the quality of the trip owing to eagle training season not 
starting till fall time; regardless, Mr. Lok stated he still desired to travel to 
Bayan Olgii. 

During Mr. Lok’s time in Bayan Olgii - GER to GER never received any 
emergency communications (no phone calls nor SMS messages) from Mr. 
Lok expressing his displeasure as directed he may do so by GER to GER’s 
Founder. Mr. Shairmot Ashaval has horses and also a vehicle, within 20+/- 
kilometers from his location is the nearest communications point - if Mr. 
Lok was so unhappy with the situation then why didn’t he communicate 
with GER to GER as directed? Mr. Lok was explained that he could use a 
local person’s phone to type a text message and push the “send” to which 
the local would take it to the network area where it would automatically be 
sent; this never happened (20+/- kilometers is about 20 minutes by car). 

After Mr. Lok's post-departure from Bayan Olgii he had returned to the 
GER to GER Office where the Founder kindly requested Mr. Lok to write 
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his complaint on a paper and submit it so that we may officially carry out a 
monitor and evaluation investigation; otherwise it could be misinterpreted 
by locals as “he said/she said” and/or corruption if the paperworks are not 
properly completed.  After receiving the official complaint, Mr. Lok was 
informed numerous times during and after (in person and by emails) that 
when GER to GER completes its investigation we will inform Mr. Lok via an 
official Monitor and Evaluation Report. Regardless of GER to GER ethically 
informing Mr. Lok of GER to GER practices, Mr. Lok became aggressive, 
shouted and demanded in-person and via emails that GER to GER MUST 
decide in Mr. Lok’s favor solely based his yelling and screaming at GER to 
GER staff members and even the Founder (4 person were present - 3 GER to 
GER and Mr. Lok). 

The Founder of GER to GER requested Mr. Lok to “Maintain the Peace” 
while in the GER to GER Office, despite the Founder’s efforts, Mr. Lok 
denied all kind requests to “Maintain the Peace”. Mr. Lok continuously stood 
aggressively in-front of GER to GER’s office staff screaming his demands 
while GER to GER staff were seated at their desks. GER to GER Founder 
tried to kindly explain to Mr. Lok to calm down but Mr. Lok refused all kind 
requests. Mr. Lok in addition to being extremely vulgar and aggressive also 
reeked of alcohol which was confirmed by two GER to GER staff.

Mr. Lok had intentionally “Lost The Peace” and publicly made threat in-front 
of witnesses, Mr. Lok had tried to exclaim that the Founder had lied about:
1. The quality of the trip.
2. That the trip would happen in accordance with the itinerary.

I, Mr. Zanjan Fromer, the Founder of GER to GER Agency and Foundation 
made no such false promises, suggestions nor lies as stated above by Mr. 
Lok. In fact, professionally GER to GER had officially and properly informed 
Mr. Lok during the pre-trip workshop training (a few hours) of the current 
circumstances. Mr. Lok was also provided numerous opportunities to 
change/cancel his trip to western Mongolia - he declined the GER to GER’s 
offers and decided to take full responsibility himself. Despite Mr. Lok’s 
decision to continue with the Training the Eagle Trip, GER to GER shared 
methodologies and informed Mr. Simon Lok that he may contact us while he 
is in western Mongolia - Mr. Simon Lok never contacted GER to GER Office 
nor expressed any interest to communicate with GER to GER via the 
translator, Ms. Nurjan Baatarbek.

Solely based on the situational environment and his aggressive nature in our 
office (false accusations, desire not to maintain the peace, etc.) This 
document is officially being prepared for to protect GER to GER and Mr. 
Zanjan Fromer for any/all attempts of defraud and defamation that may 
initiated by Mr. Simon Lok and his network contacts (explanation in the 
following paragraphs).  If at anytime,  Mr. Simon Lok and his network contacts 
go online and/or offline with the intention to defraud, defame and social 
economically hurt Mr. Fromer and/or GER to GER, this document will be 
officially submitted to IC3.GOV and Interpol in accordance with their 
polices:

1. IC3.GOV (Monitor and Evaluation Report can be submitted online to USA 
Authorities as GER to GER maintains a USA 501c3 Status with its partner 
organization) - Intentional Online Defraud - GER to GER maintains all 
documentation.
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2. Interpol (Monitor and Evaluation Report can be submitted in Mongolia and 
USA to carryout investigations in Mongolia and EU) - Combat organized 
social economic hate crimes and fraud as Mr. Lok publicly admitted via a 
threat, in-front of other witnesses in GER to GER office, that he is 
organized with both domestic and other internationals (i.e.: “other 
powerful government and business people”) with the goal to organize 
identity-thievery, defamation and defraud of GER to GER and its staff.

When Mr. Lok was demanding that the GER to GER Founder to make an 
immediate decision based on his information without verifying details and 
facts - the Founder stated that is not possible as we must conduct an official 
monitor and evaluation investigation. Mr. Lok was extremely displeased and 
aggressive, Mr. Lok at this time threaten the Founder of GER to GER by 
stating the following in-front of several witnesses:

Mr. Lok’s Threat: “Zanjan, you and GER to GER are a big joke in Mongolia! 
You don’t know but me and others are all laughing at you all - you are 
making a BIG Mistake and you will regret this as I know many people in 
Mongolia and other locations that are big and powerful businesses and 
government people and we don’t like you, we are going to destroy you.” 

Taking into consideration all the aforementioned “person-to-person” 
interviews as reported above, it has been clearly established that Mr. Simon 
Lok has ethics related issues. Owing to the experiences of numerous 
individuals, including my own as Founder of GER to GER, it is truly difficult 
to put any trust and faith into what Mr. Simon Lok reports as he has lied 
numerous times to several individuals without any sense of misconduct; 
even after being confirmed by several individuals that he had been drinking 
alcohol he still exclaims his lies in a shout “No I haven’t! You lie!”.

Regardless of Mr. Simon Lok’s poor conduct at the GER to GER Office in 
Ulaanbaatar -  what is truly importantly to note is that Mr. Simon Lok had 
numerous opportunities to make contact with GER to GER Office in 
Ulaanbaatar during his trip in Bayan Olgii via Mr. Shairmot Ashaval’s mobile 
phone. As directed by the Founder of GER to GER, Mr. Lok could have 
kindly requested a mobile phone via the translator (the translator’s or even 
Mr. Shairmot’s mobile phone) to which he could have typed his message, push 
“send” and even send the Translator on the 20+/- kilometers jeep ride 
towards the mobile network via Mr. Shairmot Ashaval’s vehicle if Mr. Lok 
wasn’t inclined to make the journey himself; a 20-ish minute trip. At no time 
did Mr. Lok ever attempt to establish communications with GER to GER (as 
can be shown by all phone records) to highlight his displeasure and desire to 
change/cancel his trip as offered in the GER to GER Office by the Founder 
pre-trip departure. This highlights that Mr. Simon Lok is 100% liable for the 
trip and the outcome of his experiences - as Mr. Lok has had numerous 
opportunities to change/cancel his trip before and during his travel in a 
remotely located GER to GER community in western Mongolia.

I have concluded that Mr. Simon Lok has indeed attempted to unethically 
defraud GER to GER’s rural community via aggressively engaging and 
threatening GER to GER Ulaanbaatar Office staff by intentionally destroying 
our “Office Peace” as a ransom-method for his unethical financial defraud 
activity. Mr. Simon Lok objective was to try to obtain an immediately 
reimbursement (defraud) of  “more than the trip cost” via intimidation, 
threats and aggression in the GER to GER Office so that GER to GER 
Office would make an improper refund-payment without carrying out a 
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proper monitor and evaluation investigation; thus defrauding locals. Mr. 
Simon Lok aggressively used “fear and intimidation” as his main method to 
conduct his defraud activities so that GER to GER would loose public trust 
(building people, clients, etc.) owing to his shouting, yelling and defamation in a 
public office building.

Owing to all the aforementioned in this document, if Mr. Simon Lok 
attempts to further his online/offline defamation and defraud activities 
without legally confirmed evidence to support his activities/claims via 
himself and/or by his network contacts (organized crime) - I would like to 
kindly request an immediate criminal investigation into this matter. GER to 
GER’s objective is only to protect the livelihoods of 100s of nomadic 
families across Mongolia and Mr. Fromer from unlawful and unethical online 
and offline defamation, defraud and organized social economic hate crimes. 
Mr. Simon Lok has already openly stated in-front of witnesses (at the GER to 
GER Ulaanbaatar Office) that he is already apart of such a group that is 
organizing intentional efforts to social economically destroy Mr. Fromer and 
GER to GER which includes other domestic and international businesses 
and even high ranking government officials (domestic/international).

Lastly, I would like to kindly thank you for your attention to this matter and 
I will be available by email.

Respectfully,  
Zanjan Fromer  
Founder and CEO 
GER to GER Agency and Foundation

Email: zanjan@GERtoGER.org
Website: www.GERtoGER.org 
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